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new force unleashed#



Fuel your fun 
with clean energy. 
Meet the all-new, 
all-electric 
CFORCE EV110.
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With the all-new electric powered CFORCE EV110, CFMOTO not only makes its mark in ATV history, but 
also delivers on the brand promise “Experience More Together.” Bring your next generation into 
four-wheel fun with our newest generation ATV.
Set your growing rider on the course for fun and adventure with the all-electric CFORCE EV110 ATV. Easy 
to operate, low maintenance and impressive off-road performance, the EV110 is capable of big fun for 
riders 10 years and up, while also fully equipped with safety features for parents’ peace of mind. 

# Off-road evolves with all-new pure electric energy ATV
# Small size equipped for big fun! Ideal for adventurous  young riders
# Simple to operate—no clutch. Riders can focus on fun
# Innovative safety features of CFMOTO YOUTH app means parents can control the pace as riders learn

Ride all day with up to 60km long range

Custom built lithium battery:               
2332Wh, 44v, 53Ah

Energy recuperation through regenerative 
braking extends the range

Compact dimensions for easy handling: 
1490 x 950 x 925mm

Low 685mm seat height is welcoming for 
growing riders
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Going green off-road… 
Why not

No internal combustion means no hot engine 
parts, no exhaust emissions, and no noise. 
Clean, quiet, and cool fun lead the way into 
the authentic off-road experience, where kids 
can hear the sounds of nature—and the voices 
of their parents. Take your vehicle more 
places, open the possibilities to more adven-
tures with the new dimension of ATV energy.



Max power: 4.5 kw
Max torque 40 N.m

Top speed 45km/h (28 mph)
Two-wheel drive
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Wide handlebar, seat and large tires 
provide a comfortable and ideally sized 
riding experience

Front suspension: double independent 
A-arms, 140mm travel

Rear suspension: monoshock swingarm, 
165mm travel

Hydraulic disc brakes, front and rear. 

All-terrain tires provide excellent traction 
and a comfortable ride
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Superb power 
and handling 
capabilities

The strong, tractable pull of the CFORCE 
EV110 rivals the performance of petrol-pow-
ered ATVs, with enhanced control capabilities 
that can grow with riders as they learn. At full 
capacity, the powerful electric motor can 
deliver peak torque in a quick, linear manner. 
Acceleration is smooth and predictable, while 
also responsive for a thrilling, all the while 
controllable experience. 

A purpose-built chassis gives youth riders a 
“full-size” ATV experience where they can 
advance their skills. Suspension is tuned for 
the weight of younger riders, and to filter out 
bumps big and small. Hydraulic front and rear 
brakes provide strong and reliable stopping 
ability while engine braking adds a natural 
level of holdback for better control on 
descents.

—limited only by mom and dad.
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No clutch. Control drive with simple F-N-R 
switch.

Dual ride modes with S for higher speeds 
(24-45 km/h) and E for longer range (limited 
to 24 km/h).

Left-hand lever controls front brakes; 
right-side foot pedal controls rear brakes.

3.5-inch LCD dashboard display features 
Start/Stop and SOS call button.
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Closed grill and full wheel covers maximize 
aero while minimizing dirt/debris buildup

Integrated day-running light 

LED brake light
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Taking safety and parental controls to the 
next level is the CFMOTO YOUTH APP. 

Vehicle location monitor, geofencing, SOS 
call, call back, low battery alert, custom 
speed limitation all in one app. 

CFMOTO YOUTH APP user interface is 
simple and clear, putting vehicle safety and 
riding data in the palm of your hand. 
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Easy to ride
—focus on fun!

Innovative 
Safety Features

Lithium Battery with 
CFMOTO BMS System

CFMOTO
YOUTH

Secure data at 
your fingertips

Futuristic 
Design 
Cues 

Parents can enjoy the experience as much as 
their young riders with the confidence of 
safety with the dual-channel e-throttle, 
magnetic safety tether, adjustable speed limit 
and a safety flag, which are all standard 
features of the CFORCE EV110. 

Long range, long battery life with fast 
charging (0 to full in approximately 4 hours).

Battery is designed for plug-in charging 
on-board as well as portable charging 
off-board.

Soft-packing lithium battery with battery 
case made from aircraft-grade aluminium.
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Lithium battery combines with intelligent 
Battery Management System for guaranteed 
safety and convenience. BMS system safe-
guards and monitors battery status, charging 
status, charging time, etc. for optimum safety 
and extended battery life. IP67 level 
water-/dust-proof e-motor, battery and 
electronics can stand up to the elements even 
in the toughest adventures. 

– Laying the groundwork 
for future of the ATV world.
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